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	Practical Subversion, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Open Source), 9781590597538 (1590597532), Apress, 2006
Practical Subversion, Second Edition draws on the experience of its authors, Daniel Berlin and Garrett Rooneyboth Subversion project membersto guide you through a complete introduction to this popular code management solution. And this edition has been updated to reflect the most recent changes to the popular Subversion version control system. After a crash course on Subversions key features, including a theme project that youre encouraged to follow, youll explore best practices, migration tips for moving from other versioning solutions, Subversion integration, and an overview of the Subversion APIs.

Effective developers and system administrators alike understand that their success is related to their ability to manage the dozens, sometimes hundreds, of files that they come into contact with on a regular basis. This file management includes determining a files changes over time, accommodating simultaneous edits by multiple users, and even reverting a file to an earlier version if a mistake or deletion has been made. Capitalizing on such capabilities requires a version control system like Subversion. Youll want to pick up a copy of this book because it is

	The most up-to-date book on the popular Subversion version control system
	Authored by two Subversion project contributors
	More than a mere introduction, covering best practices, migration issues, and more effective versioning through tool integration
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HTML5: Your visual blueprint for designing rich Web pages and applicationsVisual, 2011

	Use the latest version of HTML to create dynamic Web pages


	HTML5 is the latest iteration of the standard markup language for creating Web pages. It boasts extensive updates from its predecessor and allows you to incorporate rich media content into a site without any dependence on extra software such as Flash. Packed with...


		

The Developer's CodePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
		This is a book for developers of all kinds. However, it has

	
		little to do with code. It doesn’t matter if you program in C#
	
		or Ruby or Python or PHP or Java or JavaScript or Action-
	
		Script. It doesn’t matter whether you’re working on
	
		databases, writing server-side code, or scripting the...


		

Project Managers at WorkApress, 2017

	Read 25 in-depth, candid interviews with notable project managers. Discover how project managers work, what they do, how they adapt and make decisions, how they inspire and motivate others, what career lessons and advice they can share, and how they landed their current jobs either as project managers or in more senior positions thanks to...





	

Industrial and Process Furnaces: Principles, Design and OperationButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Industrial and Process Furnaces provides a comprehensive reference to all aspects of furnace operation and design, with coverage of key topics that plant and process engineers and operators need to understand, including the combustion process and its control, furnace fuels, efficiency, burner design and selection, aerodynamics, heat release...

		

AutoCAD 2008 3D Modeling Workbook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Conquer the complexities of AutoCAD 3D modeling
   Mastering AutoCAD is no picnic, and using it for 3D modeling is among the toughest challenges. This unique workbook offers over one hundred exercises that lead you skill by skill toward AutoCAD 3D success. You get the hands-on practice you need to tackle everything from solid...


		

Learning RSLogix 5000 ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become proficient in building PLC solutions in Integrated Architecture from the ground up using RSLogix 5000


	About This Book

	
		Introduction to the Logix platform and Rockwell Automation terminology, with resources available online in the literature library
	
		Build real-world Rockwell...
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